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Abstract: Partly cloudy days possess two characteristics that can significantly increase the photovoltaic
(PV) generator power: the operating temperature of the PV panels can cool down during the shade
periods, and the irradiance can be enhanced due to the cloud enhancement phenomenon. If an
overirradiance event is preceded by a long shade period, the maximum power of a PV generator can
occasionally be much higher than the nominal nameplate power. During the overpower events, the
inverter is operating in power-limiting mode whereby the operating voltage is increased to decrease
the power of the PV generator. We created a simulation model of a 31.9 kW PV generator and
used 12 months of irradiance and PV panel temperature measurement data to analyze its operation.
We analyzed the PV generator power during the overirradiance events and applied various static
power limits to calculate the operating voltage ranges in case of power curtailment. During the
observation period, the maximum power produced by the PV generator was 1.42 times its nominal
power. The duration of the overpower events was up to several minutes, but the typical duration
was only some tens of seconds. The strongest overpower events occur seldom and their duration is
only some seconds. Due to the overpower events, the operating voltage may receive high values,
especially if the DC-to-AC power ratio is large.
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1. Introduction

Clouds affect photovoltaic (PV) power generation in multiple ways. On partly cloudy days, cloud
shadows are a source of fast power fluctuations. However, occasionally clouds can cause the irradiance
to be enhanced. This is known as cloud enhancement (CE) phenomenon, and as the name implies,
it is typically associated with partly cloudy weather. Simplistically, it is due to the redistribution of
the photon flux by scattering from the water droplets inside the clouds so that enhanced irradiance
areas are formed on the surface of the Earth [1]. The diameter of the focus areas of the enhanced
irradiance can be several hundreds of meters, decreasing typically with increasing irradiance, and the
strongest overirradiance events have a diameter of the order of some tens of meters [2]. When the
cloud shadow speed is low, the duration of the longest overirradiance events can be several minutes [3].
The durations of the overirradiance events affecting the PV generators are typically from some seconds
up to a minute [4]. The CE phenomenon can affect the operation from small residential [5] to large
utility-scale PV generators [6].

The current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of a PV panel depend mainly on the irradiance, the PV
cell temperature, and the PV panel type. When considering crystalline silicon (cSi) PV cells, the PV
cell temperature affects mainly the open circuit voltage and the irradiance the short circuit current.
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Different PV cell technologies affect mostly the shape of the PV panel I–V curve, and in some cases
have a totally different temperature response, but the current stays proportional to the irradiance.
The number, configuration, and I–V curves of individual PV panels define the collective I–V curve of
the PV generator. The nominal power of a PV panel is defined in standard test conditions (STC) with an
irradiance of 1000 W/m2, a PV cell temperature of 25 ◦C, and an air mass of 1.5. The irradiance affecting
the PV panel depends, for example, on the time of the day and year, cloud coverage, and orientation
of the PV panel. The operating temperature of the PV panel is affected by ambient temperature,
wind speed and direction, irradiance, mounting, and several other factors. Various models have been
developed to estimate the PV panel operating temperature [7]. Under static operating conditions, there
is a clear correlation between the irradiance and the operating temperature [8]. Under high irradiance
conditions, the operating temperature can be considerably higher than the ambient temperature.
Therefore, the nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT) gives a better picture of the actual PV panel
performance. The NOCT is defined as the temperature of open circuited cells in a panel assuming
800 W/m2 irradiance, 20 ◦C ambient temperature, and wind speed of 1 m/s, with the PV panel at a tilt
angle of 45◦.

In practice, the operating conditions can change fast, but due to the thermal mass of the PV panel,
changes in operating conditions are not immediately seen in the PV cell temperature [9,10]. On partly
cloudy days, the irradiance has fast fluctuations, and due to the CE phenomenon, the irradiance
affecting the PV generator can occasionally exceed the clear sky irradiance. Because overirradiance
events are often associated with partly cloudy weather, it is possible that an overirradiance event
is preceded by a shade period lasting for several minutes, so that the PV cell temperature is only
slightly above the ambient temperature. Therefore, the maximum power point (MPP) power can be
considerably higher than the nominal MPP power in STC, and even higher relative to the MPP power
in NOCT conditions.

When a PV generator is connected to the power grid, an inverter is needed to transform the DC
power from the PV generator to AC power. When the inverter is operating in maximum power point
tracking (MPPT) mode, it tries to maximize the energy yield by operating the PV generator in its MPP.
The operating point of the PV generator must be inside the safe operating area of the inverter. For single
power stage inverters, AC side grid voltage defines the minimum DC side voltage. Maximum DC side
voltage is limited by the rated voltage or characteristics of individual components, e.g., IGBTs, fuses,
and switches. Maximum AC side current or power sets the upper limit for the DC side power. In some
cases, maximum DC side current can further limit the safe operating area. Quite often, the MPPT range
is narrower than the DC voltage range of the inverter. If the MPP power is higher than the allowed
power, the inverter is operating in power-limiting mode. The PV generator power can be adjusted
by controlling its operating voltage. Typically, power limiting is done by increasing the operating
voltage, which reduces the current, and consequently, the power. The operating voltage affects the
operation of the inverter and its efficiency. Typically, the conversion efficiency of single-power-stage
inverters decreases with increasing DC side voltage. If the voltage increase is due to power limiting,
it does not affect the energy yield, but it might affect the operating temperature and lifetime of certain
components. For example, the DC side voltage affects the lifetimes of DC link capacitors [11] and the
thermal losses of IGBTs [12].

The CE phenomenon itself is well known, and there are numerous publications of irradiance
measurements from different geographic locations, e.g., Eastern Mediterranean [13], Norway [14],
and Brazil [15]. Typically, the publications on the CE phenomenon report single point irradiance
measurements, and therefore, the results cannot be directly applied to PV generators spread on large
land areas. However, if the cloud shadow speeds are known, single point irradiance measurements
can be used to estimate the operation of the PV generator to some extent [16]. The spatial extent of
the phenomenon has been covered in some papers. For example, [5] used irradiance data from an
array of pyranometers to analyze the P–V characteristics of a utility-scale PV generator affected by
overirradiance events. In [6], the effect of overirradiance events by using irradiance and PV panel
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temperature data was used to analyze the energy losses of a PV panel operating in partly cloudy
conditions when different DC-to-AC power ratios were assumed. The abovementioned papers briefly
discussed the operation of the inverter during the overpower events and power limiting. However, the
analysis was only cursory. The effect of CE events and power limiting to operating voltage was covered
in [17] by analyzing operational data of a PV generator with different DC-to-AC power ratios, but the
presentation of the results was not systematic and the paper focused on the analysis of energy yields.

Despite several publications on the topic, the effects of overirradiance events on PV systems have
not been systematically studied previously. The goal of this paper is to study the overpower events
caused by the CE phenomenon, and how the overpower events affect the operation of the PV generator
and the inverter. The novelty is the analysis of the occurrence and duration of the overpower events
as a function of the magnitude of the MPP power of the PV generator in Northern Europe, and how
the overpower events affect the operation of the PV generator and the solar inverter with various
DC-to-AC power ratios due to power curtailment. The analysis was done by using Matlab (R2019a,
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) to simulate the operation of a 31.9 kW PV generator by using irradiance
data from an array of pyranometers and temperature measurement data from the backside of a PV
panel during the overirradiance events. We recognized the overpower events taking place during a
320-day observation period and analyzed their magnitude, duration, and occurrence. The maximum
duration of the overpower events can be several minutes, but the mean duration is of the order of
ten seconds. The strongest overpower events required periods of relative cool ambient temperatures
or, alternatively, long shade periods before the overirradiance event to cool down the PV panels.
To study the operation of the PV power plant during the overpower events, we also applied different
static power limits for the power plant operation to analyze the increase of the operating voltage.
On partly cloudy days, the operating voltage can even exceed the nominal open circuit voltage of the
PV generator due to the combined effect of a cloud enhancement event of irradiance and low PV cell
temperature—especially, if the PV generator is oversized in comparison to the inverter power.

The structure of the paper follows: Section 2 presents the measurement setup and the simulation
models; Section 3 presents and discusses the operating conditions during the overpower events,
the occurrence, duration, and power of the overpower events, and the effect of the overpower events
to the operation of the PV generator and the solar inverter; and Section 4 summarizes the results.

2. Methods

2.1. Measurement Data

This study is based on irradiance measurements from an array of pyranometers and ambient
and PV panel temperature measurements. The measurements were done at the solar PV research
power plant at the rooftop of Tampere University in Finland in Northern Europe [18]. The data were
collected between 1 May and 31 August from 2016 to 2018. The solar noon at the research plant is
approximately 12:25 (UTC + 2), but because the power plant and PV panels are facing 23◦ east from
due south, the panels are facing the sun around 11:20. Because of nearby trees and building structures,
some of the irradiance sensors are shaded during early morning hours. The locations of the PV panels,
the dimensions of the PV generator, and the locations of the pyranometers and the temperature sensor
are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 2 presents the installation arrangement of the PV panels and location of one of the
pyranometers. The PV panels are installed at a fixed 45◦ tilt angle. The irradiance was measured with
photodiode-based pyranometers (Kipp & Zonen SP Lite 2), which were mounted to the frames of the
PV panels. Because the pyranometers have fast response time (<500 ns to 90%), wide measurement
range (up to 2000 W/m2), and high sampling frequency (10 Hz), the irradiance measurement data are
well-suited when simulating the actual operation of a PV generator. The temperature of the PV panel
was measured with a PT100 thermocouple pressed against the backside of the PV panel, providing the
PV cell temperature with good accuracy. The gap between the PV panel front end and the rooftop is
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small, which reduces the cooling of the PV panels on windy days. The ambient temperature sensor
(HMP155, Vaisala, Vantaa, Finland) was mounted on a pole a few meters above the rooftop in the
center of the research power plant.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 16 
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By using the linear interpolation method of Matlab’s griddata function to estimate the irradiance
between the pyranometers, it is possible to create detailed images of the irradiance profile to analyze
the movement of the cloud shadows. Figure 3 presents six irradiance profiles with two second intervals
on the rooftop of Tampere University during an overirradiance event. The land area of the irradiance
profile presented is approximately 1400 m2, i.e., on average there is one pyranometer per 60 m2.
The movement of the overirradiance area is clearly visible, and the preceding cloud shadow had a
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clear and linear edge, which is not always the case. The irradiance varies a lot between different parts
of the rooftop, causing potential mismatch losses depending on the configuration of the PV generator.
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2.2. PV Panel Model

The analysis is based on a simulation model of the PV panel (NP190GKg, Naps, Helsinki, Finland).
We used the single diode model to calculate the relationship between the current I and voltage V

I = IL − I0

(
exp

(
q(V + IRS)

ANSkBT

)
− 1

)
−

V + IRS

RSH
, (1)

where IL is photocurrent, I0 dark saturation current, q elementary charge, RS series resistance, RSH shunt
resistance, A diode ideality factor, NS number of cells, kB Boltzmann constant, and T temperature.
Table 1 presents the parameter values and their temperature dependency used in the simulations.
The NP190GKg PV panel has the typical characteristics of polycrystalline silicon PV cell technology.

Table 1. Electrical characteristics of the NP190GKg PV panel in STC.

Parameter Unit Value

Series resistance, RS Ohm 0.3
Shunt resistance, RSH Ohm 177

Diode ideality factor, A 1.3
Cells in series, NS Pcs. 54

Short circuit current, ISC A 8.02
Open circuit voltage, VOC V 33.1

Nominal power, PNOM W 190
MPP voltage, VMPP V 29.9
MPP current, IMPP A 6.35

Temperature coefficient of VOC V/◦C −0.1242
Temperature coefficient of ISC A/◦C 0.0047

2.3. PV Generator Model

Based on the simulation model of one PV panel, we created a model of a PV generator consisting
of seven parallel connected strings each having 24 series connected NP190GKg PV panels. The nominal
open circuit voltage of the PV generator is 794 V, the short circuit current 56.1 A, and the MPP power
31.92 kW. The PV generator is square shaped, the side length is 20 m, and the PV panels are evenly
distributed over the land area. The configuration of the PV panels and the location of the PV generator
on the rooftop of Tampere University is presented on top of an irradiance profile example in Figure 4.
The irradiance on a single PV panel was assumed to be uniform, and the same as at the center of
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the PV panel. The temperature of all the PV panels was assumed to be the same. This is a valid
assumption because due to the small size of the PV generator, all PV panels are exposed to almost the
same irradiance conditions during the day, even momentarily. In practice, the panels near the edges
of the PV generator might have lower operating temperatures than the panels in the central region
because of stronger cooling due to the wind leading to slightly higher MPP power.
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2.4. Power Limiting and Inverter Model

The MPPT algorithm was assumed to be ideal, i.e., the operating point of the PV generator is
always on the MPP, or in case of power limiting, on the right-hand side of the global MPP on the
first possible occasion when the PV generator power equals the power limit. Even though the MPPT
algorithms are relatively slow to follow the MPP, the control loops that limit the operating power or
current are fast to react to overpower events, and therefore, assuming an ideal MPPT algorithm should
not unduly affect the results. One consequence of using the ideal MPPT algorithm is that the operating
point shifts fast compared to real MPPT applications between two or more voltage levels during partial
shading conditions when there are more than one MPP.

Oversizing the PV generator power in comparison to the inverter power brings many operational
and economic benefits, e.g., more stable grid feeding power and better utilization of all AC side
components. Therefore, we included DC-to-AC power ratio as one parameter in the simulations.
The effect of power limiting to the operating voltage of the PV generator was studied by keeping the
PV generator configuration the same and varying the inverter power limit so that the DC-to-AC power
ratio varied between 1.0 and 2.0.

3. Results

3.1. Operating Conditions

Figure 5 presents the occurrence of irradiance versus the PV cell temperature and versus the
difference between the PV cell and the ambient temperature in one PV panel during the 320-day
observation period. The resolution for measured irradiance is 0.25 W/m2 and for temperature 0.25 ◦C.
In Figure 5a, the PV cell operating temperature exceeds the STC temperature of 25 ◦C frequently, even
though the measurement site is in a moderately cool environment. The maximum PV cell temperature
was 67.5 ◦C and the typical temperature during clear sky periods was 40–60 ◦C. A correlation between
the increase of the PV cell temperature with respect to the ambient temperature and the irradiance is
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clearly visible in Figure 5b. The PV cell temperature increases on average by 1 ◦C as the irradiances
increases by 30 W/m2. During the peak production hours with long, clear sky periods, the operating
temperature of the PV panel is 25–35 ◦C higher than the ambient temperature. However, on partly
cloudy days, high irradiance values can be observed when the PV cell temperature is low, and vice
versa. This is due to the thermal mass of the PV panel, which is why the PV cell temperature does not
immediately follow fast fluctuations in irradiance. Under typical stable diffuse irradiance of 200 W/m2,
the PV cell temperature is only 5–10 ◦C above the ambient temperature. Therefore, if an overirradiance
event is preceded by a long shade period, the PV cell temperature can drop close to the ambient
temperature and a sudden increase in irradiance does not immediately affect the PV cell temperature.
This kind of occurrence will further increase the PV panel output power up to 10% on top of the effect
of overirradiance, since the panel efficiency (voltage) increases with decreasing temperature.
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PV panel.

The probability density distribution of the MPP power of the studied PV generator is shown in
Figure 6. For the analysis, we included only the operating points where the MPP power is more than
5% of the PV generator nominal power. The MPP power probability density plot has two distinct
peaks: first in a low power region due to early morning, late evening, and shade periods; and second at
0.75 p.u., which is due to clear sky periods during peak production hours. The MPP power exceeds the
nominal STC power only 0.46% of the time and the maximum MPP power is 1.42 p.u. (45.2 kW) due to
the cloud enhancement phenomenon. With a DC-to-AC power ratio of 1.0, the system is operating in
power-limiting mode only due to the overpower events, but with increasing DC-to-AC power ratio,
power limiting becomes more frequent.

3.2. Overpower Events

An overpower event was defined to start when the MPP power exceeded a certain reference
power and to end when the MPP power dropped below that power. We analyzed a range of reference
power values exceeding the PV generator nominal STC power, recognized all the events where the
MPP power exceeded the reference power value and calculated the durations of each individual event.
The different reference power values were analyzed independently from each other. For example, if a
certain overpower event exceeded both 1.1 p.u. and 1.2 p.u. reference power values, the event was
counted as one overpower event for both reference power values with possibly a slightly different
event duration. In addition, different overpower events were analyzed independently from each other.
For example, if the MPP power was fluctuating around the reference power, all the events where the
MPP power exceeded the reference power value were calculated as separate events, no matter how
short the duration between the events, or how much the MPP power was below the reference power
between the events. Simplistically, the analyses of the overpower events tell how many times and
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how long the MPP power of the PV generator exceeded a certain power value. We chose this simple
method because a similar method was used with success in [4] to calculate the average irradiance
during overirradiance events.
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Figure 6. The probability density distribution of the maximum power point (MPP) power of the PV
generator normalized to the 31.9 kW standard test conditions (STC) power during the observation period.

Figure 7 presents the number of overpower events as a function of power during the observation
period. The number of overpower events decreases fast with increasing power. The number of
overpower events exceeding 1.1 p.u. was approximately 1000, exceeding 1.2 p.u. around 100,
exceeding 1.3 p.u. less than 10, and exceeding 1.4 p.u. only 2. Because the overpower events were
counted by comparing the instantaneous power to set reference power, the MPP power can be higher
during an overpower event than the reference power. Therefore, there can also be two or more separate
power peaks of higher power than the reference power during an event, and consequently, the number
of observed overpower events can increase when the reference power increases, which can be seen
at high powers in Figure 7. This is because the MPP power can fluctuate so that when the set power
reference is, e.g., 1.0 p.u., the MPP power remains above the power reference value for the duration of
the CE event. However, increasing the power reference changes the analysis so that during the same
CE event, the MPP power can briefly drop below the power reference value, and therefore, the same
CE event causes now two or more overpower events depending on the power reference value.

The duration of overpower events exceeding a certain power value as compared to the nominal
power in STC is presented Figure 8. Maximum, mean, and median duration of the overpower events
decrease with increasing power value. Overpower events can last for several minutes, but the average
duration is only some seconds. This is in line with the previously published results on overirradiance
events [3,4]. The steplike behavior of the maximum duration curve is due to single overpower events,
which have the longest duration within certain power ranges. The increase in mean and median
durations at high power is due to one long-lasting event out of two to four events.

When reflecting Figures 7 and 8 against the average irradiance received by the PV generator, the
results are directly valid for PV generators up to 100 kW in size [4]. This is because the diameter
of such PV generators is small when compared to the diameters of the enhanced irradiance areas.
The number of the overirradiance events decreases slightly with increasing PV generator land area,
but the distribution of the event durations is almost the same. The results are valid also for similar
climatic conditions, e.g., Middle or North Europe. When the power of the PV generator increases from
100 kW, its land area might not be fully covered by the areas of the enhanced irradiance. In addition,
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the larger the PV generator, the more possible configurations there are, and the assumption of uniform
operating temperature might not be fully valid. When considering PV systems with one or two axis
trackers, the results are not directly applicable because the tracking would affect the number and the
magnitude of the overpower events.
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Figure 9 presents the maximum (100%), 90%, 50%, 10%, and minimum (0%) percentile values
of the ambient temperature, the cell temperature, and the difference between the cell and ambient
temperature as a function of PV generator power. The maximum ambient and PV cell temperatures,
and especially their difference, have a decreasing trend with increasing power value, as is the case
also for the 10% and 50% percentiles. The reason for this is that the PV panel efficiency increases
with decreasing temperature of PV cells caused by a decreasing ambient temperature and decreased
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heating of the panel during shade periods before the enhanced irradiance events. Vice versa, the
minimum temperatures increase with increasing power in line with Figure 5. This is related to the
fact that the ambient temperature naturally rises as the irradiance increases and the highest irradiance
enhancements occur at times when the clear sky irradiance is also high. The enhancement of irradiance
alone can boost the MPP power, which can be observed as the relatively high maximum and 90%
percentile values of the PV cell and the PV cell and ambient temperature difference on the lower end
of the Figure 9. However, the highest PV generator power levels are occurring when the PV cell
and ambient temperature difference is small, i.e., after the shade periods. This is because the cloud
enhancement events have a practical upper irradiance limit, but the PV cell temperature can vary
within a wide range. Therefore, the temperature of PV cells must also reach a practical lower limit for
the PV generator to reach its maximum power.
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Figure 9. Maximum (100%), 90%, 50%, 10%, and minimum (0%) percentile values (from top to bottom)
of the ambient temperature, the PV panel temperature, and the temperature difference between the PV
panel and the ambient air during the overpower events, as a function of PV generator power.

An example of the PV cell temperature dependence on irradiance is shown in Figure 10. During this
period of 40 min, the ambient temperature is approximately constant, but the PV cell temperature has
strong fluctuations caused by irradiance fluctuations. During high irradiance periods starting at 11:49
and 12:02, the PV cell temperature increases approximately 2 ◦C per minute. During the shade periods
starting at 11:55 and 12:05, the PV cell temperature decreases approximately 1 ◦C per minute and drops
almost 8 ◦C. With the polycrystalline PV cell, an 8 ◦C drop in temperature translates to an increase in
efficiency (power) of about 4%. Longer shade periods will cause the PV cell temperature to fall further
below 20 ◦C, in accordance with Figure 5b.

3.3. Operating Voltages

Applied power limits of the PV system do not affect the I–V characteristics of a PV generator, so
the open circuit voltage sets the upper limit for the operating voltage. Figure 11 presents the probability
density of the open circuit and MPP voltages of the PV generator normalized to the nominal open
circuit STC voltage when the MPP power was more than 5% of the nominal STC power. Most of
the time, the operating temperature is higher, and the irradiance is lower than the corresponding
STC values, and therefore, the average open circuit voltage is only 0.91 p.u. and the average MPP
voltage is only 0.73 p.u. The probability density distribution of the open circuit voltage has a tail on the
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right-hand side, denoting that events causing high operating voltages are occurring but only seldom.
The open circuit voltage was above the nominal STC value only 0.3% of the operating time and the
maximum value was 1.063 p.u. The maximum MPP voltage was 0.917 p.u., meaning that the operating
point voltage was then high close to the open circuit STC voltage when the inverter was operating in a
power-limiting mode.
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Figure 12 presents the probability density distributions of the operating voltage for different
DC-to-AC power ratios when the MPP power was more than 5% of the nominal STC power.
The operating voltage shifts to higher voltages with increasing DC-to-AC power ratio. This is
because with increasing DC-to-AC power ratio, the PV system operates for longer periods of time
in the power-limiting mode at higher operating voltages. Figure 13 presents the high-end operating
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voltage percentiles as a function of DC-to-AC power ratio. For example, the maximum operating
voltage (100% percentile) is the highest observed operating voltage during the studied 320 days for
an inverter with a set DC-to-AC power ratio. The maximum operating voltage increases fast with
increasing DC-to-AC power ratio at low DC-to-AC ratios, but only slightly at high ratios. This is due
to the P–V curve shape—when operating near the MPP area, a considerable increase of the reference
voltage is needed to curtail the output power but, when operating already at high voltages close to
the open circuit voltage, a small increase in the operating voltage can drastically decrease the power.
The other high-end percentiles of the operating voltage behave the same way due to the same reasons,
only at much lower voltages. In Nordic climatic conditions, the operating voltage can occasionally
exceed the nominal open circuit voltage when the DC-to-AC power ratio is 1.6 or more. In [19], it was
suggested that in similar operating conditions and for small PV systems it is economically feasible
to have high DC-to-AC power ratio. Therefore, the varying operating conditions must be taken into
consideration when designing the PV generator and choosing the inverter.
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Figure 14 presents the operating and MPP power and voltage of a PV power plant with a DC-to-AC
power ratio of 1.2 during the same partly cloudy period as presented in Figure 10. The power is
normalized to the nominal STC power and the voltage to the nominal STC open circuit voltage of the
PV generator. When comparing the MPP power to the irradiance in Figure 10, it can be observed that
the power and irradiance profiles are not quite the same since the varying PV cell temperature affects
the efficiency of PV panels. PV panel efficiency and, thereby, MPP power decreases with increasing
PV cell temperature and vice versa. The effect of varying PV cell temperature can be seen also in the
MPP voltage as well as in the operating voltage when the system is operating in power-limiting mode.
Both voltages are significantly reduced due to increasing PV cell temperature. When the inverter
enters the power-limiting mode after a shade period, there is a fast increase in the operating voltage.
The power-limiting mode and the shape of the P–V curve explains the behavior of the high-end
percentiles shown in the Figure 13.
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4. Conclusions

We analyzed the overpower events of PV systems caused by enhanced irradiance due to cloud
enhancement phenomenon during a 320-day observation period. PV panel temperature data and
irradiance measurements from 21 pyranometers were used to simulate the operation of a 33.1 kW
PV generator on the rooftop of Tampere University. We recognized the overpower events caused
by the enhanced irradiance, calculated their magnitude, occurrence and duration, and analyzed
their operating conditions. Finally, we analyzed the operation of the PV power plant during the
overpower events.

The MPP voltage and power of the PV generator are affected by the temperature of the PV cells,
which is almost linearly dependent on the irradiance. However, due to the thermal mass of the
PV panel, the change in operating temperature is slow in comparison to the changes in irradiance.
Therefore, if an overirradiance event is preceded by a long shade period, the PV cell temperature can
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drop near the ambient temperature. The enhancement of the irradiance increases the PV generator
power, but to achieve the highest PV generator power, the cooling of the PV panels was found the be a
prerequisite. While on clear sky days, the PV cell temperature is 25–35 ◦C higher than the ambient
temperature; on partly cloudy days the PV cell temperature can be less than 10 ◦C above the ambient
temperature after a long shade period before an overirradiance event. This 20 ◦C temperature drop
can increase the efficiency and power of the polycrystalline PV panel by 10%, when compared to the
operation of the same PV panel under steady high irradiance conditions.

The occurrence of the overpower events decreases fast with increasing PV generator power.
While we observed 1000 separate events exceeding the PV generator power of 1.1 p.u., the number of
events exceeding 1.2 p.u. was 100, and exceeding 1.3 p.u. only 10. The peak power of the simulated
PV generator was 1.42 times the nominal STC power. While the maximum duration of the overpower
events can be several minutes, the mean duration of typical overpower events is 10 to 20 s, and median
duration only some seconds. The duration of the strongest overpower events is only some seconds, as
the focus areas of the corresponding overirradiance events are only tens of meters in diameter.

During the overpower events, the PV system is operating in power-limiting mode. This increases
the operating voltage considerably during the events, but the total duration of the overpower events
is so short that the effect on the average operating voltage is marginal. However, the increase of the
DC-to-AC power ratio increases the time the system is operating in power-limiting mode. At first, the
maximum operating voltage increases fast with increasing DC-to-AC power ratio, but after a certain
point, further increase of the DC-to-AC power ratio does not affect the maximum operating voltage
much. This is because the open circuit voltage of the PV generator is ultimately setting the upper limit
for the operating voltage.
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